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Rihanna learnt to contour when she “gained
weight”. The 30-year-old R&B superstar launched
her own makeup line Fenty Beauty, which caters

for all skin tones, last year and the range became an
instant sell-out with her millions of fans snapping up the
products. The ‘Work’ singer confessed to learning how to
define and shape her face with her beauty products after
she put on a few pounds and her Match Stix Skinsticks in
the shade Mocha is her product of choice to use on her
“fat days”. Appearing in a makeup tutorial for the Vogue
YouTube channel, she shared: “It’s very important to
contour your face for your face, not the way you see on
every YouTube tutorial. Because everyone has a different
shape.  “Contour always starts off looking crazy, but I
Learnt how to contour when I gained weight believe it or
not, that’s when it comes in real handy on those fat days,
when your cheeks looking like baby cheeks you just got-
ta [use the make-up to suck in your cheeks].” Rihanna -
who is launching her own Fenty Savage lingerie line later
this month - swears by the Fenty Beauty Invisible
Blotting Powder for when she wants a matte look, and
admits she “never leaves without it”. She said: “I use this
powder to set my contour, to set my makeup and to blot,
when you get greasy on the fly honey it’s no joke, I
always have this I never leave home without it, it’s always
in my purse, and if it doesn’t fit in my purse, I’m changing
my purse.”  And her inspiration behind her newest body
product, the Body Lava, came from her own DIY beauty
products she created when she spent time in her home
country Barbados. 

Rihanna beauty tips

for feeling your best 

Kanye West once interned at Fendi - but he
was just made to make cappuccinos all
day.  The outspoken rapper and Virgil

Abloh, 38, wanted to learn more about the fashion
industry before they landed their big breaks as
renowned designers and founders of Yeezy and
Off-White respectively, but the ‘Ultralight Beam’
singer has admitted the pair didn’t do much when
they interned at the Italian fashion house - whose
creative director is Karl Lagerfeld - in 2009 but
they were just happy to be given access to the
building.  Speaking to the Charlamagne Tha God
on the ‘The Breakfast Club’s’ radio show, the 40-
year-old star said: “We interned at Fendi but we
ain’t do s**t. We ain’t get to do nothing. We were
just happy to have a key card. “We were doing
JPEGs in Japan, we were making photoshop so
much and not making clothes, we started joking
about the JPEGs... “We couldn’t figure out how to
actually make the clothes, so we’d just do it in
photoshop. And Virgil became the fastest photo-
shop artist that I have ever met in my life.”
However, Kanye - who even had the Fendi logo
shaved into his head - really enjoyed the idea of
walking to work every day and standing by the
coffee machines.  He said: “Every day, going to
work, walking to work, getting cappuccinos.” 

West ‘made 
cappuccinos’ when
he interned at Fendi Taylor Schilling doesn’t want to change her body

shape to conform with Hollywood’s ideal of
beauty. The 33-year-old actress ‘Orange Is the

New Black’ star admits actresses are under pressure to
look a certain way but she avoids following diet and fit-
ness “trends” because she believes her body shouldn’t
be “messed with”. Rather than punish herself in the
gym, Taylor would rather spend her free time reading a
good book. Speaking to Glamour.com, she said: “I try
to not mess with my body, which often means, at times,
not going on any kind of prescribed plan or following
any kind of trends - I actively avoid that. I do really
firmly believe my body is not an object that should be
moulded into a shape or a size. “The truth is that I love
it when I can be lying down in bed by 6pm with a book.
I read for like 4 hours - I’d love to just read forever.”
Taylor has also opened up on the #MeToo and Time’s
Up movements that have swept through Hollywood in
the wake of the Harvey Weinstein scandal and is very
happy that “uncomfortable” conversations she’s been
having with her peers are now a public debate. The star
- who can been seen in Netflix movie ‘The Titan’ -
explained: “Conversations that have been happening
privately between myself and actor friends around
questions of representation, what it means to be a
woman and the games your need to play, becoming
public is just extraordinary. It’s incredible, as women,
that we are making space for the future girls. Kelly Rowland gives beauty tips to Beyonce.

The 37-year-old singer - who recently
reunited with her Destiny’s Child band-

mates Beyonce and Michelle Williams at the
Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival - has
revealed that when she finds a beauty product
she loves she can’t wait to share it with her
famous friends and fellow parents. One product
she had to tell Beyonce, 36, and Michelle, 37,
about is Resurface serum by Shani Darden which
she used to help her skin recover after the birth of
her son Titan, three, whom she shares with her
husband Tim Weatherspoon. She said: “I always
tell them when I buy a new cream. I went and had
a facial with Shani Darden - she’s the best - she
had me try her Resurface serum. It literally
changed the whole game, after I had my son, my
hormones were all over the place. And it was that
that changed my life.”  Kelly - who has partnered
with Schick razors for their new Unstoppable
campaign - also revealed she loves to use prod-
ucts from Jessica Alba’s Honest Company when
she rocks a no makeup look, and she wishes she’d
discovered their beauty range sooner. Speaking
to PEOPLE, she confessed: “One beauty product
that makes me feel beautiful, especially when I
don’t have anything on, is the Magic Balm from
Honest Beauty, it’s like my favorite new thing and
I discovered it at the end of last year and I have
just been like, ‘Do you know how amazing this is?’
She sent me like 10. Then my makeup artist stole
one, my sister stole one. 

Kelly Rowland’s
skincare secrets 

Taylor Schilling

doesn’t ‘mess’ with

her body 

Centrepoint’s Ramadan 2018 fashion brings luxury and modest
glamour to the region with a stunning collection for the
whole family. 

Stylish Ramadan looks for women
For women this season’s collection is themed around the “desert

of Arabia” with a liberal use of metallic and a range of surface fin-
ishes, from polished to brushed or perforated styles. The Splash
collection displays items that offer versatility and the flexibility of
wearing day to night, and are highlighted with sequins, crystals and
embroideries in hues of dusty rose, champagne, black and off white
in items that have been created epically for this festive season. Aiiry
kaftans, glamorous sequined evening dresses, metallic sheath
dresses and luxe and bejewelled tops will address your Iftar needs
during the month of Ramadan. For a more refined, yet festive look,
the collection also introduces ruffles and lace to tops and dresses,
in addition to classy flowy trousers and overalls.

To complete your look, Shoemart has a range of footwear and
purses to complement any outfit, from highly wearable brown and
nude pink shades through to more psychotropic and glittery shades
that will work all summer. 

Ramadan styles for trendy tots & teens
Babyshop is taking kids out on a rollercoaster fashion ride this

Ramadan.  Pastels, muted and bright colours are dominating this
season for boys and girls for summer warmth and brightness. The
stylish girls collection includes designs in floral patterns, lace, ruffle
and embroidery in wearable styles perfect for all occasions. 

Boys can go all out with Centrepoint’s Ramadan 2018 exclusive
fashion, and look dashing during the holy month at their family
gatherings. The colour theme this season has white, off-white, nude
brown, yellow, sky blue, blue, and grey. The collection is quite rich

with coloured stripes on plackets, stitch details on buttons, cross
stitches, stripe sets, funky ties and suspenders.

Ramadan collection from lifestyle
If you’re looking for new stylish handbags, look no further.

Lifestyle brings you an elegant selection that will catch the eye -
with sparkly embellished clutches a perfect choice for a Ramadan
gathering. On the other hand, when it comes to makeup, Lifestyle
offers a range of dark eyeliners perfected by dewy eyeshadow
colours, and bold lipstick, giving you a flawless look, which will
surely let you sparkle and glow with your family and friends at this
year’s Ramadan gatherings. The Centrepoint Ramadan collection is
available in all stores located at Al-Rai, Avenues, Salmiya, Fintas,
Jahra, Fahaheel, Sulaibhikhat, Kuwait City, Khaitan and Hawally.

Centrepoint’s 2018 Ramadan exclusive
selection delivers elegance for fashion 

With the motto of ‘Our Future is
Here’, the Saudi Radio and
Television Corporation recently

announced launching its new recreational
channel, SBC by the beginning of the
upcoming holy month of Ramadan.
Notably, SBC managed to attract much
attention before it was launched thanks to
the vast media campaign used to promote
it all over Saudi and GCC states’ streets as
well as on social media networks. 

SBC will be the hub for the Arab
World’s most eloquent productions featur-
ing stars such as Adel Imam, who will make
his first debut exclusively on the channel
with his Ramadan series “Awalem
Khafeya” (Invisible Worlds). It will also
present a variety of interesting exclusives
local and Arabic programs including family
recreation, comedy series, the sport pro-

gram ‘the story of 94’ about KSA’s national
soccer team’s trip in USA, comic social
programs, religious programs, Manarat
documentaries about world mosques,
cooking shows, cartoons and drama. 

Notably, launching SBC marks a turning
point on Saudi media which aspires to
become both integrated and attracting to
more audiences.  SBC promises   to reflect
audience aspirations and ambitions
through showing regionally and interna-
tionally competitive content to make a
substantial shift that would help realize the
slogan it chose of ‘Opt to Watch, Will
Surely Like’. It is expected to be prime
channel for Saudi viewers. The channel’s
excellence will also go beyond Ramadan to
reflect its identity throughout the year and
assume its place amongst the leading
Arabic channels. 

Saudi Radio and Television 
Corporation launches SBC channel


